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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

Greetings Reader, 

Welcome to our third issue! The depth of the topics that we cover             
this month could fill entire books. We distilled them down to the            
most impactful and useful aspects. 

The first article is a hot topic. What jobs will survive the            
automation apocalypse? In the recent past, you could survive the          
job jungle as long as you were faster than the slowest gazelle.            
Yet, today, you must be far more nimble to survive the rapidly            
approaching purge of human labor. This piece examines deep         
human needs and desires to determine the activities that cannot          
be easily replaced by robots or algorithms. 

Next is an important concept that all entrepreneurs or         
self-employed people must understand if they hope to be         
successful in the Internet age. The idea is this: no matter what            
industry or business you are involved in, creating digital content          
(media) needs to be part of your marketing model. Either you will            
have to create press releases, blog posts, Facebook updates,         
Instagram photos, videos, or podcasts or you will have to rent           
digital real estate from content creators in your niche (aka buy           
targeted advertising). 

This month's Self-Sufficiency topic was requested by a subscriber:         
practical small-scale alternative energy. Brian Berletic uses his        
first-hand expertise in renewable energy to narrow down the best          
entry-level systems to up-level your independence. 

My article this month examines the top ways to protect and grow            
your wealth off Wall Street and away from the grasp of the taxman             
from zero savings to a net worth in the millions. 
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Finally, as usual, we close with concise Bitcoin and silver reports           
to help you monitor those markets at a glance, and a sneak peek             
at the next issue. 

Please email us with your questions and topics that you want us            
to cover. Thanks for your membership! 

Yours respectfully, 

Jeff Paul, Editor 

contact@countermarkets.com 
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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

What Careers Are Safe From Automation And The Robot 
Takeover? 

 

 By Nicholas West 
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Dire warnings about an impending robot takeover of human jobs          
continue to multiply across the mediascape. Some of it reads like           
bad science fiction, but there are demonstrable indicators that         
highlight how automation already has rendered human labor a         
more costly, less-efficient means of production in a number of          
sectors. 

In the graphic below we can see the effect this already is having             
on factory workers. 

 

The world’s largest electronics manufacturer, Foxconn, has gone        
so far as to develop a three-phase plan for near-total conversion           
of its massive human workforce to Foxbots. 
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The rise of autonomous vehicles and drones is set to render           
nearly all drivers and delivery personnel obsolete, while robot         
security guards, police bots, robotic bartenders, cooks, agricultural        
robots, and even robot infantry are slated to push all of these            
frontline occupations into obscurity. 

However, when we speak about automation, it is more than the           
replacement of physical tasks. Artificial intelligence enables the        
automation of non-physical lines of work as well. 

You will see in the next graph that one of the top job replacement              
threats has nothing to do with physical labor, but appears in the            
insurance sector. 

 

Many people who are currently in middle management positions         
or jobs that require a high level of education might believe that            
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they are impervious to automated replacement, but it would be          
unwise to look at the current trend of replacing predominantly          
low-skill, low-paying jobs and conclude that it will not expand up           
the ladder. 

Jobs all across the business and finance landscape will be heavily           
affected in the manner of insurance underwriters: book keepers,         
accountants, auditors, loan officers, tellers, clerks, and postal        
service workers will easily be replaced by artificial intelligence.         
The legal profession is another highly populated sector that will          
have a difficult time as the need for secretaries, paralegals and           
court reporters will decline.  

And if experts are correct in their projections, the very top           
business leaders might not be immune either. Jack Ma from          
Alibaba, recently said that CEOs themselves could be on the          
chopping block, going so far as to predict that "In 30 years, a             
robot will likely be on the cover of Time Magazine as the best             
CEO." Ma paints a bleak picture of what the three transitional           
decades could look like for those who are “unprepared for the           
upheaval technology is set to bring.” Ma believes that we still           
have 5-10 years before we reach the most critical levels of           
unemployment created by automation. 

The following two graphs illustrate the massive impact that this          
“Fourth Industrial Revolution” is expected to have in both the          
developing and developed world as the conversion to robots and          
artificial intelligence accelerates across the planet. 
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Images: Futurism 

Naturally, governments around the world are heeding a potential         
worst-case scenario and are devising their own solutions, one of          
which is the revival of the idea to have a Universal Basic Income             
that will guarantee some nominal payment for one’s existence. As          
with nearly all government solutions, this one very well could wind           
up creating a cascade of more problems in its wake. It also further             
diminishes the role of human ambition and independence, while         
assigning some sort of baseline value for human life. 
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Some manufacturing companies are trying to maintain a human         
workforce through the introduction of physical and mental        
technological enhancements.  

Perhaps this could be a valid stop-gap measure to minimize an           
adversarial relationship to automation, and instead seek a        
collaborative one. However, it remains to be seen how people will           
embrace what could be perceived as the first step toward          
becoming a cyborg. These augmented workers are being referred         
to as Operator 4.0 and would possess the following         
characteristics: 

Super Strong – In factories, warehouses and on construction         
sites, workers outfitted with exoskeletons could offer more        
flexibility while enjoying enhanced strength to perform current        
tasks that are a severe risk to worker health. 

Super Informed – Utilizing smart glasses, for example, workers         
can be given information at a much faster rate, thus avoiding           
research downtime, lengthy training sessions, and      
time-consuming group strategy and design meetings. Real-time       
communication between employers and workers on and off site         
will enable unprecedented collaboration and efficiency. 

It would be wise to read these signposts as they now stand and             
begin as soon as possible to evaluate the best ways to use            
technology to our benefit – or sidestep it if need be – so that we               
don’t find ourselves outsourced, turned into cyborgs, or left purely          
to the mercy of government intervention. 

We first need to identify what makes us uniquely human so that            
we can survive a career takeover and best position ourselves to           
financially thrive on the other side this revolution in technology. 
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An excellent resource is available as a starting point which          
evaluates the percentage chance of your job being outsourced to          
robots and artificial intelligence. More so than the specific jobs          
themselves, which you can input and obtain the results of here,           
along with the full 72-page free report, one should take notice of            
the general human elements that appear across seemingly        
disparate occupations. It is these qualities that will be nearly          
impossible to duplicate, and are reflected in the jobs with the           
lowest percentage chance of being outsourced. 
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Critical Reasoning 

The ability to conceptualize, design and interpret a complex array          
of information often goes beyond merely having a type of          
database knowledge that computers possess. This could be        
viewed as the “why” something needs to be done, rather than the            
“how.”  
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Moreover, critical reasoning is the path to identifying problems         
(sometimes potential problems) and overcoming them with       
“outside the box” solutions. Careers in engineering (software,        
hardware, electrical), data analysis, architecture, decision-making      
and management utilize this highly-valued quality. More       
importantly, these are the essential components of how        
businesses are built, thereby introducing the need for negotiation,         
another ability where humans will excel for the foreseeable future 

Robots and AI also lack the critical reasoning required to do highly            
specific tasks that can only be done onsite like home improvement           
and renovation careers. 
Intuition – Perhaps the best illustration of this quality is police           
work and arbitration. Much has been made of the trend toward           
robot police and security bots. While these already are being          
utilized for surveillance, patrol, and rescue operations, when it         
comes to real-world patrolling and criminal investigation, there is         
no substitute for the type of human intuition that is often called a             
“hunch.”  

Intuition is also necessary for direct sales, marketing and any          
profession that relies on diagnosis which, again, is many times a           
combination of raw data and context that relies on experiential          
knowledge as a human being.  

This quality serves to naturally enhance critical reasoning and         
enables the type of thinking that most entrepreneurs possess –          
the feeling that there is a need for something previously not           
considered, and the willingness to take risks that sometimes go          
against what computer-type modeling would suggest is the best         
course. 
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Creativity – Artists, fiction and opinion writers, videographers,        
and entertainers might first come to mind as naturally creative          
people, but the creative ability of humans is a subtlety that           
appears in nearly all walks of life and leads directly to innovation            
in large and small ways.  

Regardless of the business, entertainment content needs to be         
created to support it; that content is often diverse in subject           
matter, but even more diverse in the Web platforms used for           
proper business marketing. This itself requires a depth of         
contextual understanding and creativity that we often take for         
granted.  

Even in its purest form, artificial intelligence has difficulty creating          
art. Here is what happened in a recent study where A.I. was given             
the task to evaluate children’s art and produce something new. It           
“created” something that no child would find amusing; in fact,          
disturbing and terrifying would be a better description, as seen in           
each of the images on the right: 
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This highlights the vast disparity between how a computer sees          
information and how a human being sees it. 

Social Skills (Emotional Intelligence) - Although scientists are        
claiming progress in creating “social” and “emotional” humanoid        
robots that can become caregivers, teachers, mentors, and        
companions, most studies suggest an inherent irony that the more          
lifelike a robot becomes, the more “creepy” it feels to interact with            
one. Whether or not this barrier can be overcome through          
exposure remains to be seen, but jobs as seemingly unconnected          
as public relations, nursing, guidance counselors, motivational       
speakers, psychologists, therapists and funeral directors are likely        
to thrive. 

Conclusion and Summary: The complexities of human emotion        
are barely understood by other humans – including        
self-understanding. We seek connections with other people who        
can give insights that help us grow and become not only better at             
what we do, but become better at who we are. We build            
relationships at home and in the workplace that incorporate the          
opinions and experiences of others. We look to artists, athletes          
and entertainers to be inspired by their performances, not only to           
catalogue their achievements. We seek knowledge not only to         
inform us about how to do something, but to increase our           
understanding of why it is important to learn. These are the           
human intangibles and depth that make designing a dominant A.I.          
that can entirely replace human employment exceedingly difficult. 

List of Careers Safe From Automation: 

Critical Reasoning 
● Engineering (software, hardware, electrical, civil)  
● Data hypothesis, analysis and architecture  
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● Decision-making and management 
● Home improvement and renovation (handyman, plumbers,      

roofers, painters, electricians, landscaping, etc) 
● Mechanics of all types 
● Beauticians  

Intuitive 
● Police and security 
● Arbitrators (litigators, judges, diplomats) 
● In-person sales (real estate, vehicles, B2B machines) 
● Counselors 

Creative 

● Fiction & opinion writers 
● Artists of all types 
● Photographers & videographers 
● Entertainers (actors, musicians, dancers, athletes) 
● Content editors and support 
● Chefs (high level) 

Social Skills (Emotional Intelligence) 

● Caregivers (nurses, nurse aides, companions) 
● Public relations 
● Tour and experience guides 
● Therapists and psychologists 
● Coaches, mentors and tutors 
● Motivational speakers 
● Funeral directors 
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We should seek to stay flexible, stay creative, and build our           
emotional intelligence as equally as our intellectual intelligence.        
The better humans we can become, the safer we’ll ultimately be           
from any type of automation that seeks to copy and replace us. 

I’m sure we missed a few careers that are likely safe from            
automation. Email us or hit us on social media with your ideas. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Content is King: Why EVERY Business Is In The Content          
Business 

 

By Vin Armani 
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In 2012, the landscape of the content business underwent a          
paradigm shift. This shift has brought about a change in the           
nature of business itself. Every business, since 2012, is in the           
“content business.” 

Entrepreneurial success in the coming decade will hinge on a          
mastery of content creation and distribution. No matter your field,          
no matter your industry, content is, increasingly, king. 

In late September of 2012, Netflix was struggling. The company          
had seen their share price - beginning the third quarter of 2012 at             
around $8 per share - lose 50% of its value since March of that              
same year. The company was caught between a rock and a hard            
place.  

Beginning in 2007, the company had rolled out its video streaming           
service. High-speed broadband internet was becoming ubiquitous       
in US homes, and Netflix had pioneered a groundbreaking         
algorithm that allowed the company to suggest titles to users          
based on their viewing habits and the ratings that a particular user            
had given to movies she had already seen. Between 2007 and           
2011, the company saw its mail-order DVD rental division - the           
business upon which the corporation was founded - flounder. At          
the same time, the novel movie streaming service hadn’t attracted          
the consumer base that Netflix had hoped. The company’s bottom          
line was suffering and stock analysts were pessimistic. Timing is          
everything, however, and Netflix has timed the market perfectly. 
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At the beginning of 2012, the majority of mobile data connections           
in the United States were in the “third generation” (3G) category.           
The 3G networks - minimum bit rate of 200 kbit/s - provided            
enough bandwidth for the average user to surf simple websites,          
listen to streaming music and, with some lag and buffer, watch low            
bitrate videos. Netflix released its mobile apps for both Android          
and iOS (iPhone/iPad) in 2011. The apps provided Netflix’s entire          
library on mobile devices, but 3G mobile speeds meant that users           
were relegated to connecting their phone or tablet to a WiFi           
hotspot in order to seamlessly stream HD video from the          
streaming service. Enter LTE. 

Long-Term Evolution (LTE) is incorrectly marketed as being a         
fourth generation (4G) wireless service. In fact, the system does          
not meet the technical specifications to be considered 4G. That          
fact is completely irrelevant. What is relevant is the download          
speed of 4G LTE. The technology allows speeds as fast (or faster)            
than most current home broadband connections. This makes a 4G          
LTE connection perfectly suited for streaming HD video, like the          
content offered by Netflix. US mobile carriers, in 2012, began to           
roll out their 4G LTE networks. Unfortunately for Netflix, at the           
time of initial network activation, virtually all of the devices in the            
hands of consumers were only compatible with the old 3G          
networks. Fortunately for Netflix, a critical mass of 4G handsets          
and tablets were acquired - upgraded or purchased new - in the            
next 12 months. By September of 2013, Netflix’s share price had           
seen a year-over-year increase of an astonishing 550% - to $44           
per share. 
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The importance of the Netflix mobile app to the company’s overall           
business - and to the worldwide content business in general -           
cannot be overstated. This month (April 2017) a report was          
released from research company Sensor Tower. According to the         
report, the Netflix mobile app, on Android and iOS, brought in           
more revenue combined worldwide than any other app in the first           
quarter of 2017. Sensor Tower added that Netflix’s app revenues          
came in at $133 million globally for the quarter, a massive           
286-percent increase compared to the $34.6 million in revenues it          
generated during the same period a year ago.  

This insane one-year increase in revenue is a marker of an overall            
global trend in content consumption. The average person is         
consuming more content, of higher quality, in higher frequency         
than ever before in the history of mankind. This trend has drastic            
implications for the future of your economic success. 

The challenges that the new content consumption trends pose for          
the entrepreneur are the focus of this article. However, these          
trends cut across every segment of society. The laborer/employee         
(particularly the skilled professional) and the capitalist both        
receive a significant competitive economic advantage if they        
master content creation and distribution. It is of vital importance to           
remember that the relationship of every individual to high-quality,         
immediately accessible content (written, audio, and video) has        
changed dramatically. Everyone is expecting high-quality content       
to be readily available. If you don’t give it to them, your            
competitors will. 
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Skilled professionals in traditional content creation fields are        
expected to present prospective employers with high-quality       
content. A writer or photographer, interviewing for a staff position          
at a magazine is expected to have a portfolio. A camera person or             
director applying for a job at a studio will always submit a demo             
reel along with their CV. Imagine, however, the impact that this           
type of “introductory content” can have on the job prospects of           
skilled professionals outside of the traditional “media”       
occupations.  

An electrician with a blog and a YouTube channel with          
well-produced how-to’s, linked to his cover letter, would certainly         
stand out from other candidates for the same job, even if the more             
content-savvy applicant had less experience than his peers. 

Capitalists are finding a competitive advantage via increasingly        
sophisticated media production. In the residential real estate        
market, brochures gave way to low-power FM transmitters that         
allowed prospective buyers to pull up to a house and get an audio             
tour via their car radio.  

High-quality YouTube “video tours” of properties are       
commonplace and interactive, 3-D tours allow prospective buyers        
to do a “walkthrough” from thousands of miles away. In the world            
of finance, speculators and forecasters have moved out of the          
pages of the financial journals and cable news channels and onto           
blogs, streaming video shows, podcasts, and newsletters (like this         
one).The independently produced content on precious metals and        
cryptocurrency, for example, surpasses the content created by the         
traditional financial press in both quantity and quality. 
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Entrepreneurs must be particularly content savvy to succeed.        
From the initial capitalization of your business, through marketing         
and advertising your product or service, to branding your         
company, to retaining existing customers, every stage of any         
venture will need to effectively leverage content creation and         
distribution. Throughout the life-cycle of the business, decisions        
will have to be made regarding the nature of the content creators            
themselves. Does it make sense to have a content creation team           
on staff? Should content be created by outside contractors?         
Should the entrepreneur himself take on the responsibility of         
creating the content? 

Until very recently, the most realistic options for funding a new           
business (or generating fresh capital to expand an existing         
business) were self-funding, investment from family or close        
friends, or getting a loan from a financial institution. With the           
advent of crowdfunding, allowing prospective customers to       
provide seed capital for a venture has become a viable solution to            
the greatest hurdle most entrepreneurs face.  

The crowdfunding landscape is becoming ever more competitive,        
however, even as the number of platforms and the variety of           
instruments sees a steady expansion. The value of high-quality         
video content, in securing pre-orders or “investment” from the         
crowd, cannot be overstated. Not only does a crowdfunding         
campaign require great initial content, but the most successful         
campaigns roll out new content on a regular basis, updating          
current funders and wooing new capital. 
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In 2014, I executive produced an independent feature-length        
horror movie called Expressway To Your Skull. We raised about          
60% of our total budget via Kickstarter. I covered the remainder           
from my own pocket. For our Kickstarter campaign, the         
writer/director, Michael Okum, wrote a script for a theatrical trailer.  

On a shoestring budget, he and the principal actors filmed the           
two-minute trailer, as though it represented clips from a finished          
full-length movie. When it came time to shoot the actual film, all of             
the scenes shot for the initial trailer were shot again. In addition to             
the trailer, our Kickstarter campaign featured regular updates from         
the cast and crew in interview format. Our team had shot, edited,            
and publicly posted many hours of content before the first day of            
principal photography.  

The crowdfunding model demands that you do well in the content           
business before you even begin building your “actual”        
business.Creation of marketing and advertising content has been        
a reality since ancient times. From the days when shopkeepers          
would hang a shingle above their shop door to advertise the type            
of business that was inside, the importance of advertising has          
been self-evident. What has changed, in the past decade, is the           
variety of types of content that the average business has to create            
in order to execute a far-reaching advertising campaign. 
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An entrepreneur will need effective copywriting for search result         
marketing. She will need easily shareable video and blog posts to           
take advantage of organic social media marketing and lead         
capture. Also necessary will be specially formatted (length and         
resolution) video advertisements for targeted, paid, social media        
campaigns. Of course, she will also need several sizes of banner           
ads and access to a quality distribution network.  

Even if the content creation itself is farmed out to contractors,           
making decisions about where to spend - and what markets to           
target with what media - are of crucial importance. No matter what            
widget you make, unless you also make great content, you          
shouldn’t expect to sell much product.  

Effective and compelling two-way social media communication is        
a content class all its own. Outside of planned social media           
campaigns, pioneering companies like, most recently, Wendy’s       
are using their Twitter feeds as virtual corporate mascots.         
Wendy’s edgy and irreverent exchanges with customers and other         
brands has generated the type of “free publicity” for their business           
that is the goal of every great branding campaign.  
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Entrepreneurs take note. Give your social media feed a human          
voice. There is a huge opportunity for a brand account to be more             
than just a glorified press release distributor. A single tweet that           
goes viral is potentially worth millions in value. However, your post           
content has to be exciting and compelling if you want it to grab             
those viral eyeballs. 

That’s a whole lot of content! Who is going to create it all? 

It’s no secret that I am a huge fan of self-sufficiency. I like my own               
ventures to be lean and mean. Staff represents overhead and          
overhead cuts into profits. As a result, when addressing the          
content creation problem, I have acquired as much personal         
aptitude as possible. I am a highly proficient software engineer          
and coder. I can engineer and edit audio at a professional level as             
well. I can shoot and edit video enough to deliver watchable           
content. However, I know where my weaknesses lie. As a result,           
in most new ventures, I try to involve a partner with a            
professional-level graphic design and/or film production      
background. My most successful businesses have followed this        
model. 

I have also had success with outsourcing my design and media           
work to qualified contractors. When I created my vodka brand,          
BEBI Vodka, I used 99Designs.com to have the logo and bottle           
designed - two different designers in two separate campaigns. I          
then licensed a series of photographs from a local Las Vegas           
photographer whose work I love and, again, used 99Designs.com         
to have a designer create a series of marketing graphics. In this            
case, I had a clear vision and merely needed it executed. If you             
trust your taste, and are willing to be heavily involved in the            
process, then outsourcing your content creation can work. 
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My experience with having content creators as permanent staff         
has been mixed. I don’t believe that this is a good option in the              
current environment. Unless a company has the great fortune of          
hiring a true genius, the quality of content and the speed at which             
it is delivered tends to have an inverse correlation to the job            
stability of the artist. If the artist has no equity in the venture and is               
working for a wage, she will save her best work for another venue.             
You want the best work possible from any content creator that you            
choose to work with. 

Creating entertaining content for human consumption is one of the          
last fields that will remain as industries are progressively         
swallowed up by the automation wave just beginning to crest          
above our heads. In preparing for the new age that we inhabit,            
diving into the world of content creation is a worthy, and incredibly            
valuable avenue to explore. Do it! 
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SELF-SUFFICIENCY 

Best Alternative Energy Options To Increase Your       
Independence 

  

By Brian Berletic 
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If modern civilization is built upon the technology we use, then the            
energy used to power that technology is its foundation. Everyone          
can recall the feeling of helplessness and dependency they had          
during their last power outage. It doesn’t take much imagination to           
understand how these feelings can quickly transform into a         
long-term, dire crisis should the power for whatever reason not          
turn back on. 

Centralized power distribution had been the most efficient way to          
provide energy to large populations for decades. Centralization,        
however, comes with not only the benefit of easily powering          
millions of homes, it has many drawbacks as well. 

Should the government or company administering these       
centralized power grids be destabilized, or key points in a power           
grid’s infrastructure suffer failure by accident or by design, millions          
of homes go from being conveniently powered to being suddenly          
in the black. And because of the centralized nature of the power            
grid, turning the lights back on requires an equally centralized          
solution. 

Today, as alternative energy begins to improve and costs begin to           
drop, decentralizing the power grid not only makes sense, it is           
being done everywhere and for a variety of practical and political           
reasons. 

By decentralizing power grids, we can enjoy the best of both           
worlds; access to cheap electricity to power our homes or places           
of work, and a hedge against disruptions to centralized power          
grids. Most means of decentralizing power production still leave         
the option of connecting to and using centralized power grids. In           
some locations, national utility companies will even pay localized         
power producers for surplus energy they provide to the grid.  
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Decentralizing Power Production 

A good example of how power decentralization is taking shape          
can be seen at Brooklyn Microgrid. Brooklyn Microgrid helps link          
multiple self-sufficient or semi-self-sufficient solar powered homes       
and businesses together using blockchain transactions to form a         
peer-to-peer (P2P) localized utility company. Homes and       
businesses producing a surplus can help supply nearby locations         
that are using more energy than they themselves are producing.  

In addition to a distributed, localized power grid, Brooklyn         
Microgrid is doing something else for those who are a part of it;             
building community and direct participation in the process of         
power production. Those involved in the microgrid are not         
“consumers,” they are now also producers with an increasingly         
technical knowledge of the essential process of power production         
and distribution. 

Alternative energy cooperatives can be found all over the world          
and in both increasing numbers and capabilities. In a mountain          
village in Thailand, community members have built a school and          
technical center to help train and support each other’s solar and           
biogas systems, since their remote location lacks a direct         
connection with national utility lines. Engineers, technicians, and        
the curious have come from around the country to replicate their           
model in other provinces.  
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Baywind Energy Co-operative in the United Kingdom, since 1996,         
has used wind turbines placed on farmland in northern England to           
provide enough electricity for over 1,000 homes. So successful         
has the original 5 wind turbines built by the co-operative at           
Harlock Hill been, that they plan on replacing them with turbines           
twice as powerful. 

Getting Started on a Smaller Scale 

For the average person, however, lacking a local cooperative to          
participate in, and perhaps the resources to become completely         
energy self-sufficient, there are ways of getting started and         
expanding energy self-sufficiency to cover at least the essentials         
during an emergency. 
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For the mountain village in Thailand, solar power is used for           
basics like water pumps for agricultural irrigation and home use,          
charging phone batteries, powering radios, and even fans. Biogas         
is used for daily cooking and could even be used in emergencies            
to power gasoline-powered generators (for charging      
solar-powered batteries when there is no sun). 

Such solutions are accessible to virtually anyone on any budget          
and give a good starting point for those seeking everything from           
local self-sufficiency to understanding the dynamics of local power         
production for potential business ideas like Brooklyn Microgrid. 

Once one understands the basics of alternative energy, many         
systems can be expanded in a modular fashion. 

Solar: For solar, one needs solar panels, batteries, a charge          
controller, and an inverter. The charge controller is necessary         
because the electricity from solar panels is not constant, nor is the            
use of batteries, meaning that to make the most of your batteries            
you need to control how they are charged each and every time.            
There are a variety of chargers available depending on exactly          
what sort of system you are setting up. Choosing one for yourself            
requires research. Purchasing a reliable kit ensures that you get a           
charger compatible for your purposes. 

An inverter is necessary to transform the DC electricity produced          
by your solar system and batteries into AC electricity required by           
most household appliances. 

Kits featuring compatible panels, charge controllers, and inverters        
are available in all different sizes and varieties, from portable solar           
generators to permanent installations. One of these is the Sol-Ark          
Solar Generator.  
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A full walk-through can be seen in the video below. The system is             
designed to provide power off-the-grid but can also be set up to            
use grid power should one’s battery charge drop below a certain           
percentage. 

 
Virtually all other small, home-based solar systems will feature         
similar components and work in virtually the same manner. The          
homes and businesses participating with Brooklyn Microgrid also        
feature the same components, merely scaled up or down         
depending on the number of panels and batteries they are using. 

Many systems appropriate for starters may only scratch monthly         
electric bills, but the purpose of owning them is to both gain            
experience in using alternative energy, and have a solar-powered         
generator in the event of an emergency. Larger systems providing          
most or all of a home’s electrical needs may still be prohibitively            
expensive. Many companies in the US lease solar power systems          
to homeowners rather than selling them outright. 
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As prices continue to drop, modular DIY systems and larger          
commercial solutions will eventually meet in the middle.  

Biogas: In many parts of the world, cooking gas is used for daily             
food preparation. Cooking gas usually comes from a centralized         
petroleum-based infrastructure that collects, processes,     
packages, and ships the gas to users around the world. 

Biogas, on the other hand, is the production of clean-burning          
methane gas onsite. With the use of a single sealed vessel or            
heavy plastic bag, organic matter such as kitchen scraps or          
landscaping debris is fed in one way, gas siphoned off as           
anaerobic bacteria inside digest the material, and high-quality        
organic fertilizer drawn from the other side. The organic fertilizer is           
odorless and helps complement a virtually closed system where a          
garden can be maintained, producing more organic material to be          
later fed into the biogas system. 

These can be found in small rural homes in China, India, and            
across Southeast Asia. They are also used on an industrial scale           
across Europe to process leftovers collected by sanitation        
companies to produce electricity for entire communities.  
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There are endless resources online on how to construct and use           
your own home biogas system. There are also kits that are           
available for purchase. These include HomeBiogas, whose       
website has a variety of resources explaining how the system          
works and what it consists of. With the right input, the system            
claims to be capable of producing upward to 3 hours of cooking            
gas. 
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Biogas systems depend on healthy bacteria thriving within, so the          
system must be “fed” regularly and the fertilizer collected and          
removed regularly as well. 

In Thailand, such systems have provided reliable cooking gas         
daily for years at a time. Occasionally, the heavy plastic bag must            
be replaced, and gas lines cleared of water or other obstructions.           
There are many resources online regarding trouble shooting your         
biogas system, and if you opt for a kit, you will likely receive             
technical support as well. 

What’s Next? 

Gaining experience in alternative energy, especially as it becomes         
more prominent and entire businesses begin to be built around it           
could be a vector toward not only a certain degree of energy            
self-sufficiency, but also an opportunity to either join local         
cooperatives, local alternative energy companies, and local utility        
companies, or even create your own.  
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Companies like Tesla which are taking on both electric vehicles          
and solar power, are proving that an entire alternative         
infrastructure can be created to power civilization, beyond        
petrochemicals, coal, and nuclear power. The currency of energy         
production in the future will be local know-how, not utility bills. 

With the advent of blockchain, artificial intelligence, and other         
increasingly accessible forms of information technology, there are        
opportunities to couple these with alternative energy production.        
So those lacking the technical knowledge to construct alternative         
energy systems themselves, may be able to apply other skillsets          
to enhancing their use locally, or P2P. 

Blockchain transactions are already being used to manage        
localized use of solar energy in Brooklyn. Artificial intelligence is          
being applied to examining peak hours, spot trends, and how best           
to manage local grids, while mobile applications of all kinds are           
being used to control and monitor local smart grids in the same            
manner larger, centralized grids are currently run. 

The opportunities are boundless, and as power production        
increasingly becomes decentralized, these opportunities will      
multiply for local entrepreneurs who have a background in         
alternative energy production and experience in producing energy        
for both themselves and other members in their community.  
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WEALTH 

Your Off-Grid Financial Plan: From Zero To Millions 

 

By Jeff Paul 

There are three unique skills to mastering money: making money,          
saving money and investing money. Unfortunately, our pathetic        
government schools don't teach any of these vital skills. We must           
learn them on our own. 
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I haven't always been good at saving money. Making enough          
money to sustain my family has never been a problem, but           
anything left over was usually spent on travel and other shiny           
amusements. That recently changed and I've become much more         
deliberate and strategic about saving and investing money.  

As I get older, my sense of urgency to act has kicked into             
overdrive. Plus, it appears that the economy may be heading          
toward a cliff, and I want a parachute, snacks and maybe a movie             
for the way down to a soft landing. I don't want to depend on              
government safety nets to catch my fall. Governments will be too           
busy getting bailed out by international banks and fighting wars to           
care much about us. 

After committing to saving money, deciding how to protect and          
grow it becomes a challenge, especially if we don't want exposure           
to rigged system on Wall Street.  

In this report, I outline some suggestions for how to prioritize your            
off-grid investments based on your level of savings from zero to           
millions. But, first, let's talk about saving money. 

Saving Money 

Anyone with an income can grow wealth. It doesn't matter how           
much money you make, you can grow wealth if you commit to            
saving a small portion of your income and putting those funds to            
work for you. It starts with a savings plan and the discipline to             
defer gratification into the future.  

One book dramatically helped me acquire the right mindset to          
become a more disciplined saver. I ache with wishing I discovered           
it earlier in life. It's filled with timeless wisdom and practical           
advice. 
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The book recommendation is The Richest Man in Babylon.  

The story is told through a parable about a poor laborer's journey            
to become the richest man in ancient Babylon. He refined the           
lessons learned from his mentor to build his 5 laws for growing            
gold (wealth) for his children. 

5 Laws of Gold: 

1. Gold cometh gladly and in increasing quantity to any man           
who will put by not less than one-tenth of his earnings to            
create an estate for his future and that of his family. (Save            
10% of all you earn.) 

2. Gold laboreth diligently and contentedly for the wise owner          
who finds for it profitable employment, multiplying even as         
the flocks of the field. (Invest your savings so your money           
works for you.) 
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3. Gold clingeth to the protection of the cautious owner who           
invests it under the advice of men wise in its handling. (Don't            
trust your savings with amateurs.) 

4. Gold slippeth away from the man who invests it in           
businesses or purposes with which he is not familiar or which           
are not approved by those who are skilled in its keep. (Don't            
invest in things you don't understand.) 

5. Gold flees the man who would force it to impossible           
earnings or who followeth the alluring advice of tricksters and          
schemers or who trusts it to his own inexperience and          
romantic desires in investment. (Be patient. Don't be greedy.         
Safe investments with steady rates.) 

The Laws of Gold are just a small taste of this book, but the real               
value is in the stories. It's so good that I re-listen to it on Audible a                
couple of times a year for inspiration. 

Another useful visualization that illustrates the power of savings,         
patience and compounding interest is Tony Robbins' analogy        
“Golf and The Power of Compounding” from his books MONEY          
Master the Game and Unshakable: Your Financial Freedom        
Playbook. 

In our fast-paced world of instant gratification, it can be easy to            
get discouraged by the relatively slow growth of our investments,          
but as Tony explains there is reason to hope: 
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“Before you know it, your contributions will begin to snowball,          
gaining momentum and skyrocketing to unbelievable heights       
faster than seems possible in the early stages.” 
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Off-Grid Investments: Zero to Millions 

Once you have sufficient motivation to begin saving and investing,          
it's difficult to know where to begin storing your abundance. Much           
of it depends on what your goals are.  

Are you trying to prepare for disasters? Are you seeking to create            
lifestyle independence? Are you looking to retire comfortably? Or         
do you want to become filthy rich? 

If you're anything like me, to a certain extent you want to achieve             
all of that. However, it can feel overwhelming, especially when          
you're in debt and have limited savings each month. With that in            
mind, the schedule below starts from zero, assumes some debt,          
and provides a path to create wealth. 

Investing your first $10,000 of savings is not very complicated.          
Most of those funds will remain immediately available to you for           
emergencies like losing a job, getting injured, or a wider financial           
collapse. After that it becomes more important to be strategic          
about protecting your money and putting it to work for you.  

Here is a suggested financial plan that will secure you from           
potential disasters and begin to grow your wealth outside of Wall           
Street and help avoid the tax mafia.  

1. Food Pantry 

Before investing in anything else, make sure your pantry has at           
least 2 months of stores. As understood from Maslow's “hierarchy          
of needs,” physical survival is a primary concern. Buy only what           
you eat. You don't need fancy long-term freeze-dried meals. Cost          
will vary based on tastes and the size of your family, but you may              
need to invest around $500-$1500 to build up your pantry. 
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2. Cash in the Cookie Jar 

Next, keep around $1500 as cash in your possession as          
short-term savings for emergencies like your car breaking down.         
Or use this money for surprise opportunities like when that lawn           
tractor you've been wanting is on Craigslist for much less than the            
retail cost. Having cash on hand allows you to act quickly when            
tasty deals present themselves, but be sure to always replenish          
the cookie jar. 

3. Bank Savings 

Beyond the cookie jar, it's smart to build up at least 3 months of              
minimal living expenses in your bank account. This amount of          
mid-term savings can get you through nearly any emergency         
situation without having to seek help from others. If you got injured            
or lost a job, 3 months of reserves for rent/mortgage and utilities,            
plus your two months of food gives you plenty of runway to            
recover. 

4. Pay Down Bad Debt 

Bad debt includes your credit cards, car loans and even student           
loans. If your goal is independence, these costs can weigh you           
down tremendously. As a general rule, the debt with the highest           
interest should be paid down the fastest. What good is making 5%            
gain on your savings if your credit card charges 8% on your            
balance? Pay them off. 

5. Precious Metals 
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No list of off-grid investments is complete without including         
precious metals. Historically, metals like gold and silver have         
performed well for wealth assurance. They assure your wealth is          
protected when governments inflate their currencies (which they        
all do). Get physical silver and gold delivered safely to your house            
using our recommended vendor. 

6. Self-Development 

Whether you work a traditional job or are self-employed, investing          
in your knowledge and skills is perhaps the most valuable thing           
you can do with your savings - thanks for your readership ;).            
Further, experience and skills are the only form of wealth that           
cannot be taken from you. Even if you lost everything else, this            
investment allows you to rebuild to your previous status much          
faster than before. This doesn’t mean take out loans and go back            
to college. Learn by doing. 

7. Equipment for Independence 
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Invest in tools and equipment that add independence to your life.           
These could be a solar power system for your home, capital           
equipment for your business or farm, guns and ammunition,         
rainwater collection and whole-house water filters, brewing or        
fermenting gear, or anything else that gives you more         
self-reliance. This equipment pays for itself over time. 

8. Life Insurance 

I know life insurance sounds boring, but that's because most          
people don't understand their options. Life insurance is exempt         
from most banking regulation and reporting to government. It's a          
private contract between you and the insurance company where         
the value of your policy grows tax free. You can borrow the cash             
value of your policy at anytime for any reason, thus acting like            
your own bank. The powerful vehicle used by the ultra rich to            
secure their wealth is called a dividend-paying whole life         
insurance policy as discussed in this interview with Vin and MC           
Laubscher. The full benefits of these policies are brilliantly         
illustrated in the highly-recommended book Becoming Your Own        
Banker by Nelson Nash. 

9. Max Out HSA  

Start and fully fund a Health Savings Account (HSA). The          
maximum you can contribute in 2017 is $3,400 ($6,750 for a           
family). HSAs are "triple tax-free": You put pre-tax money in it, the            
earnings compound tax-free, and you can withdraw money        
without paying taxes as long as it's used for medical costs. Most            
family health insurance policies have yearly deductibles of $5000         
or more, so HSAs offer you a way to cover those expenses tax             
free.  
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And, unlike health insurance, if you don't use it this year, you get             
to keep the money and the account will continue to grow. It's okay             
to use the money for other expenses, too, but then it's taxed as             
income for that given year. I expect HSAs to be expanded in the             
future due to the disastrous health insurance situation in the US.           
GREAT for self-employed people! 

10. Convert 30 into 15  

When your abundance is swelling and you're seeking more places          
to earn a safe return, it's a good time to consider refinancing out             
of your 30-year mortgage into a 15-year mortgage. This has many           
advantages. Your interest rate will be lower and, obviously, it will           
be paid off faster. Storing extra funds into your personal property           
achieves independence and can yield an excellent return when         
considering the saved interest plus property appreciation. 

11. Digital Assets 

This wouldn't be an authentic Counter Markets article without         
mentioning cryptocurrency. Hopefully, you already own some       
bitcoin and other digital assets before this point in this investment           
schedule. However, this may be a good time to double down on            
your experimental investment into cryptos and increase your        
holdings. They're off-grid, highly liquid, and one of them will take           
over the world. Probably Bitcoin. 

12. Collectibles 

High-end collectibles are a fun way to store value off-grid and           
pass generational wealth to your heirs without the taxman being          
any wiser.  
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Some collectibles to consider are fine art, antiques, automobiles,         
coins or stamps, rare books, music instruments, wine, etc. It's          
best to stick to a niche that interests you and that you have             
knowledge about. Keep in mind that collectibles are not as liquid           
as other assets. Plan on them being very long-term holdings. 

13. Personal Pension 

In his excellent financial books, Tony Robbins recommends one         
financial product above all others: a deferred annuity. Simply put,          
a deferred annuity is like having your own personal pension plan           
(or private social security) that can give you an income for life at             
retirement.  
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Annuities work like this: You pay into the annuity account, it has            
guaranteed returns, grows tax-deferred; and, when you're ready        
to retire, the balance continues to gain interest while it pays you a             
monthly income. The biggest advantages annuities offer is that         
they allow you to put away a larger amount of cash and defer             
paying taxes. Unlike other tax-deferred retirement accounts like        
401(k)s and IRAs, there is no yearly contribution limit for an           
annuity. 

14. Local Real Estate 

When your personal 15-year mortgage is nearly paid off, it's time           
to refinance your home again and use those proceeds to buy           
more local real estate. These can be rental homes, apartment          
buildings, or prime commercial real estate. Because the aim is          
independence, it might seem counterproductive to add a new         
mortgage to your property right when it is nearly paid off.           
However, the interest paid on the mortgage is tax deductible as           
well as the depreciation and local taxes on the new property. 

Congratulations! If you made it all the way through this list, your            
net worth is likely in the millions with very little exposure to Wall             
Street or the IRS.  
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

Bitcoin has had quite the month, breaking out to new all-time           
highs in April. Currently the price is at an all-time high of about             
$1500. We started off the month in the $1140 range, and after            
moving slowly higher, the price took off around 4/24 and hasn’t           
slowed down since. 
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One of the reasons cited for the gains comes from Japan, where            
the government recently declared Bitcoin a legal form of payment.          
On April 1, the Japanese legislature, after months of debate,          
passed a law recognizing Bitcoin as a legally accepted form of           
payment. This is huge news for Bitcoin, and probably its most           
significant validation to date. The media has completely ignored         
this development, but no matter what, the legal acceptance by          
one of the world’s top economies is a massive stamp on the            
legitimacy of Bitcoin. 

In addition to this, on April 25th, US regulators agreed to review a             
prior decision that had rejected the Bitcoin ETF. This once again           
opens up the possibility of a Bitcoin exchange-traded fund coming          
to the US stock exchange, making investing in Bitcoin far easier           
for the masses. Should this occur, it would create tremendous          
Bitcoin demand and likely send shares on a near vertical climb           
higher. We have no way of telling what the SEC will decide, but             
the acceptance by Japan earlier in the month might have provided           
some incentive for US regulators to reconsider their earlier         
decision. 

For those of you that bought into Bitcoin earlier in the year, you’re             
sitting on 30-40% gains in just 3 months. For those of you that             
haven’t, Bitcoin is at an all-time high and trending higher daily.           
Given that mass adoption is still nowhere near here, we’ve          
probably got a lot more upside in the near future. Just be            
prepared for volatility, and don’t invest more than you’re         
comfortable with. For those of you that are new to Counter           
Markets, we recommend Coinbase for fast and easy Bitcoin         
purchases. Once you have your Bitcoin in Coinbase we suggest          
transferring them to a new wallet with Jaxx. 

More details on this can be found in our previous issue. 
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Silver Update 

 

Silver has pulled back in the past month, coming off a high of 
around $18.50 mid April, down to $16.50 in recent days. The 
recent drop has been attributed to the French election, where 
Marine Le Pen is expected to lose to pro-EU candidate 
Emmanuel Macron.  

Should Le Pen pull off an upset victory, we’d see financial 
markets tank and Gold/Silver rally as investors flock to safety. But 
given that the votes from various socialist candidates who got 
eliminated in round 1 are all expected to go to Macron in round 2, 
it’s looking increasingly slim that Le Pen will pull it off. 

Macron is the status quo candidate who will keep things running 
along just as they are now. As a result investors dumped precious 
metals and jumped into stocks, expecting to catch a boost upon 
Macron’s victory. 
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Long term, the story here hasn’t changed with regards to Gold           
and Silver. We’ll continue to see ups and downs as investors and            
traders respond to news, politics, and various world events.  

None of these change the big picture, though. Gold and Silver are            
physical forms of value that can’t be inflated away, limited at the            
ATM, or outright seized by your bank. Gold and Silver can’t be            
created out of thin air with an interest rate change like paper            
currency can. They will continue to serve as a solid insurance           
policy against just about any ill-fated decision that a central bank           
can come up with. 

At current levels silver is very attractive, and it’s probably a wise            
time to accumulate some bullion if you don’t already have some. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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